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ABSTRACT: This Perspective highlights recent advances in infrared vibrational
chemical nano-imaging. In its implementations of scattering scanning near-field
optical microscopy (s-SNOM) and photothermal-induced resonance (PTIR), IR
nanospectroscopy provides few-nanometer spatial resolution for the investigation
of polymer, biomaterial, and related soft-matter surfaces and nanostructures.
Broad-band IR s-SNOM with coherent laser and synchrotron sources allows for
chemical recognition with small-ensemble sensitivity and the potential for
sensitivity reaching the single-molecule limit. Probing selected vibrational marker
resonances, it gives access to nanoscale chemical imaging of composition, domain
morphologies, order/disorder, molecular orientation, or crystallographic phases.
Local intra- and intermolecular coupling can be measured through frequency shifts
of a vibrational marker in heterogeneous environments and associated
inhomogeneities in vibrational dephasing. In combination with ultrafast
spectroscopy, the vibrational coherent evolution of homogeneous sub-ensembles
coupled to their environment can be observed. Outstanding challenges are discussed in terms of extensions to coherent and
multidimensional spectroscopies, implementation in liquid and in situ environments, general sample limitations, and engineering
s-SNOM scanning probes to better control the nano-localized optical excitation and to increase sensitivity.

Optical Nano-Imaging of Molecular Matter. Heterogeneity
underlies many properties of functional materials. The spatial
distribution of different chemical constituents and the resulting
complex interrelationship between structure, coupling, and
dynamics define the macroscopic response of these materials.
Properties ranging from structural performance to charge
carrier mobility and dynamics are determined by the identity
and distribution of constituent molecules, polymorphism, grain
size and packing, internal boundaries, and defects. The length
scales of the associated microscopic processes that control, for
example, the performance of catalytic, biological, or photo-
physical systems are typically on the mesoscale of tens of
nanometers to micrometers.
Chemical imaging with the desired spatial resolution is

possible with X-ray and electron microscopy, through element-
and bonding-specific spectroscopies1 with the ultrahigh spatial
resolution provided by their short wavelengths.2 In optical
microscopy, nanometer spatially resolved imaging even in the
optical far-field can be achieved using fluorescent emitters as
local probes, allowing for in situ imaging of biological
structures.3,4

Near-field microscopy offers, in principle, the most
generalized approach to beyond diffraction-limited optical
imaging.5−8 The spatially confined optical near-field light−
matter interaction provides intrinsic diffraction-unlimited
spatial resolution. Near-field microscopy can, in general, be
implemented with any optical process and at essentially any
wavelength from the ultraviolet to THz. With notable recent
advances in linear, nonlinear, coherent, and ultrafast near-field
spectroscopy and imaging, electronic and structural parameters

are now accessible, including coupling and dynamics in
materials down to the atomic and molecular scale.
Instead of a comprehensive review, we focus on recent

developments, outstanding challenges, and fundamental limi-
tations of chemical infrared (IR) nano-imaging of molecular
and soft-matter to provide ultrahigh spatial, spectral, and
temporal resolution with exquisite sensitivity and specificity. IR
nano-imaging complements related advances in tip-enhanced
Raman scattering (TERS), yet is generally more versatile for
soft-matter applications with favorable IR selection rules for the
primary vibrational modes of interest.
IR nanospectroscopy offers simultaneous spectroscopic

access to the relationship of chemical identity and morphology
of molecular matter with molecular-level spectroscopic
specificity and spatial resolution, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The sensitivity to bond orientation and packing can be used to
measure disorder, structural orientation, and polymorphism.
Through spectral changes due to vibronic coupling and
vibrational solvatochromism, we show how the technique
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gives insight into coupled electronic structure, local electric
fields, and charge transfer. In its ultrafast dynamic implementa-
tion, we discuss how coherent energy transfer and competing
relaxation pathways can be resolved on femtosecond time
scales, with a perspective on multidimensional nano-imaging.
We discuss experimental challenges associated in terms of IR
generation, access to in situ and liquid environments, and in
pushing the sensitivity frontier toward single-molecule spec-
troscopy. We also cover sample constraints and limits of the
technique as a surface probe.
IR Nano-Imaging and -Spectroscopy. The combination of IR

vibrational spectroscopy with advanced scanning probe
microscopies provides for wavelength-independent super-
resolution IR microscopy in different modalities. The two
primary IR nanoprobe modalities are scattering scanning near-
field microscopy (s-SNOM)5,7,9−11 and photothermal-induced
resonance (PTIR)12 imaging, representing optical and
mechanical detection, respectively. We begin with a brief
summary of the imaging contrast mechanism, signal detection,
and general light source requirements. For details, the reader is
referred to the technical literature and in-depth reviews.13,14

In s-SNOM, IR light is focused on the apex of a sharp
metallic AFM tip. The high spatial frequencies (k-vectors)
provided by the near-field of the tip apex localize the optical
light−matter interaction to dimensions given by the apex radius
r ∝ 1/k, to first order defining the spatial resolution. The signal
of interest arises from the mutual near-field tip−sample optical
polarization, resonantly enhanced as the incident IR wavelength
matches vibrational modes in the sample. By scanning across
the sample while detecting the tip-scattered light, the optical
response of the sample is mapped with nanometer spatial
resolution.
Near-Field Signal Detection. Many initial technical difficulties

in detecting the spatially localized near-field signal and
separating it from the unspecific far-field background have
been overcome in recent years, through tip−sample distance
modulation in combination with different homodyne15−18 and
heterodyne19,20 amplification techniques. The cantilever that

supports the tip is dithered by a few 10s of nm, as is also the
routine basis of the simultaneously recorded noncontact atomic
force microscope (AFM) image. By demodulating the signal
from a single-pixel optical detector at higher harmonics of the
motion of the tip (2ωtip, 3ωtip, ...) using lock-in amplification,
the contribution from just the nonlinear variation of the near-
field interaction can be isolated with increasing near- to far-field
contrast, albeit at the expense of signal strength.21

The complex valued near-field signal Ẽnf of interest is given
by Ẽnf(ν ̅) = Re{Ẽnf(ν ̅)} + Im{Ẽnf(ν ̅)} = |A|nf(ν ̅)eiϕnf(ν ̅). This
weak tip-scattered field interferes with a far-field background
scattered by the tip and sample, leading to a self-homodyne
amplified signal with uncontrolled phase.22 A reference field is
therefore typically applied as part of an asymmetric Michelson
interferometer (Figure 2a) to actively control the reference
phase for homo- or heterodyne detection. Primarily three
optical fields contribute to the total detector signal:23 tip-
mediated near-field scattered radiation Ẽnf, far-field background
Ẽbg, and the reference field Ẽref. The resulting detected intensity
I, with leading order terms after lock-in detection at higher-

Figure 1. Chemical composition and structure, with associated
coupling and dynamics, define the properties and function in
heterogeneous functional materials. IR s-SNOM vibrational nano-
spectroscopy allows imaging of chemical composition, anisotropy,
order, or crystallinity through polarization selectivity, spectral position,
and line width. It can furthermore distinguish between different
polymorphs and probe charge transfer and intermolecular coupling
through vibrational solvatochromism or ultrafast coherent and
structural dynamics.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of s-SNOM with interferometric detection.
(b) Frequency spectrum of the s-SNOM signal at harmonics of the tip
dither frequency ωtip. Sidebands created by reference field modulation
Ωref separate the phase-reference signal ẼnfẼref cos(ϕnf) from the self-
homodyne signal ẼnfẼbg cos(ϕbg). (c,d) Example of chemical s-SNOM
amplitude |A|nf(ν̅) (c) and phase ϕnf(ν ̅) (d) maps of the carbonyl
resonance in a block copolymer. (e) s-SNOM asymmetric interfero-
gram using a broad-band IR source. (f) s-SNOM spectral shifts relative
to spectral ellipsometry calculated by the spherical dipole model for a
strong molecular oscillator. The index of refraction n(ν ̅) and extinction
coefficient κ(ν̅) of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) from spectral
ellipsometry show the carbonyl stretch at 1730 cm−1. The calculated
Im{Ẽnf(ν̅)} (red) is shifted by 4 cm−1, and ϕnf(ν̅) (green) is shifted by
11 cm−1 compared to κ(ν ̅) (blue).
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order harmonics of the tip frequency ωtip, is given by I ∝
ẼnfẼbg cos(ϕnf − ϕbg) + ẼnfẼref cos(ϕnf − ϕref).
Different interferometric detection schemes, both for

spectrally narrow as well as broad-band s-SNOM, have been
developed. All of these methods aim to extract the near-field
amplitude Anf and phase ϕnf by measuring the demodulated
signal related to harmonics of the cantilever dynamics while
varying the reference phase ϕref in a controlled way.

For example, in two-phase homodyne detection, the
reference mirror alternates between two fixed calibrated
positions of Δϕref = π/4. The signal at these two discrete
reference phases is acquired line-by-line and allows for the
calculation of images of Anf and ϕnf.

15 In a recent variant termed
“synthetic optical holography”, a continuously varying reference
phase18 is used to reconstruct images of Anf and ϕnf.
Alternatively or additionally, the phase ϕr(Ωref) or amplitude
Ar(Ωref) can be modulated with frequency Ωref. From the
resulting sidebands around the tip harmonics (Figure 2b) at
nωtip ± mΩref, the signal 2ẼnfẼref can selectively be
extracted.16,17 Phase modulation, introduced to s-SNOM as
“pseudo-heterodyne” detection, allows for real-time detection
of Anf and ϕnf by demodulating multiple sidebands simulta-
neously.16

Nanospectroscopy. s-SNOM spectra can be collected using
one of the above detection schemes by collecting images of
near-field Anf(ν ̅) and ϕnf(ν̅), as shown in Figure 2c,d, across a
series of wavelengths as a laser is tuned, resulting in a spectrum
at each image pixel, referred to as spatiospectral imaging. With a
broad-band source, a full spectrum is collected at a single point
as an interferogram by scanning the reference arm. With the tip
near-field interaction occurring in only one arm of the
interferometer, the resulting s-SNOM interferograms are
asymmetric (in contrast to conventional FTIR spectroscopy),
as shown in Figure 2e. The Fourier transform directly yields the
spectral phase and amplitude.19,20

Near-Field Signal Interpretation and Spectral Content. In s-
SNOM, the scattered near-field signal is measured as a complex
quantity related to the dielectric response of the tip and sample.
Similar to ellipsometry, the dielectric sample response manifests
as a phase delay and a change in amplitude of Ẽnf. The complex
near-field, when scattered by a highly polarizable yet spectrally
flat tip coupled to local-mode molecular sample vibrations or
other intrinsic resonances ν ̅res, can be used to determine the
spectral shape of the complex-valued dielectric function ϵ̃(ν ̅) =
ϵ1 + iϵ2 or corresponding index of refraction n ̃(ν ̅) = n(ν̅) +
iκ(ν ̅) with extinction coefficient κ(ν ̅) of the sample.
The spectral s-SNOM phase ϕnf(ν ̅) and the Im{Ẽnf(ν ̅)} can

both be used as approximate measures of κ(ν ̅) for chemical
identification, though spectral shifts can complicate quantitative
interpretation. As an example, Figure 2f shows s-SNOM spectra
for a typical strong molecular oscillator calculated with the
spherical dipole model using experimental ellipsometry
measurements of n ̃(ν ̅) for the carbonyl stretching region of

bulk PMMA. The peak of Im{Ẽnf(ν ̅)} is blue-shifted by ∼4 cm
−1 relative to the peak of κ(ν̅), while ϕnf(ν ̅) is blue-shifted by
∼11 cm−1. However, for weaker oscillators, both ϕnf(ν ̅) and
Im{Ẽnf(ν ̅)} often provide a good approximation of spectral
shape and resonant frequencies of κ(ν ̅).

24

Spectral shifts result from several contributions including the
dispersive behavior of n(ν ̅) across the resonance.

25,26 They are
comparable to shifts occurring between different far-field
modalities of IR spectroscopy dependent upon the angle of
incidence, reflection or transmission detection, and sample
geometry. s-SNOM spectral shifts can, in principle, be
accounted for by inverting models of the tip response to
obtain quantitative values for ñ(ν ̅) or ϵ̃(ν ̅) of the sample.

27,28 In
contrast, collective extrinsic resonances such as surface phonon
or surface plasmon polaritons depend on the boundary
conditions. Here, the near-field spectral behavior is thus more
sensitive to tip geometry and tip−sample coupling, such that
the spectral shape of ϵ̃(ν ̅) can only be determined accurately
from more involved modeling of the tip−sample interac-
tion.29,30

PTIR Imaging. PTIR provides for nanospectroscopy and
-imaging based on molecular expansion detected as deflection
of the AFM cantilever in contact mode (also termed AFM-
IR).12,31−34 On IR resonance, the pulsed laser excitation of
molecular vibrations increases the effective molecular volume
by thermal expansion, followed by a rapid dissipation of this
excess energy over nanoscale distances. By tuning a spectrally
narrow laser, an IR absorption spectrum can be obtained, with
even submonolayer sensitivity when synchronizing the laser
repetition rate to the cantilever dynamics.34 However, the
spatial resolution of PTIR is limited by the thermal diffusion
length to about 100 nm.32 While PTIR is well-established for
linear optical nanoscale IR spectroscopy and imaging, in
principle, nonlinear and coherent wave mixing spectroscopy is
conceivable. However, the full range of modalities and
application space of PTIR is still under-explored compared to
s-SNOM.
Alternatively, spectroscopic imaging through mechanical

cantilever sensing of the weak optical force gradient arising
from the interaction of the resonantly driven molecular dipole
with the tip has been proposed.35,36 However, questions remain
about assignment of the observed experimental contrast, with
thermal expansion and optical force difficult to distinguish a
priori.

IR nanospectroscopy offers si-
multaneous spectroscopic access
to the relationship of chemical
identity and morphology with
molecular-level spectroscopic

specificity and spatial resolution.

Figure 3. Summary of a selection of IR radiation sources used for IR s-
SNOM. Spectral irradiance calculated for a 25 μm radius focal spot.
Three distinct regions show sources best suited for single-wavelength
nano-imaging, broad-band chemical nanospectroscopy, and spatio-
spectral imaging. The gray dotted line represents a upper limit of
practically usable, spectrally integrated power of ∼20 mW for soft-
matter s-SNOM.
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IR Sources for s-SNOM. Spectroscopic s-SNOM requires low
noise, high spectral irradiance, and broadly tunable sources.
The performance and application range of s-SNOM has been
limited due to a lack of suitable commercially available IR light
sources. A high spectral irradiance is provided by continuous-
wave lasers, for example, CO, CO2, or quantum cascade lasers
(QCLs), making them suitable for nano-imaging applications,
as shown in Figure 3. Their narrow tuning range allows for s-
SNOM spectroscopy of selected vibrational modes.8,17,25 For
well-precharacterized samples, high-quality and rapid chemical
nano-imaging is possible using selected marker resonances as a
proxy for chemical identity and local density.
On the other hand, broad-band IR sources are highly suitable

for spectroscopic s-SNOM.19,20 A blackbody emitter based on a
heated filament or globar provides sufficient bandwidth for
collection of point spectra; though, being incoherent, it
provides very low spectral irradiance.37 A laser-based super-
continuum source offers higher spectral irradiance, allowing
significant improvements in signal quality.19 Recently, s-SNOM
has been implemented at IR beamlines, termed synchrotron IR
nanospectroscopy (SINS). Synchrotron spectral bandwidth
spans the entire mid-IR from 500 to 5000 cm−1 with high
spectral irradiance, and user facilities are making the technique
increasingly available to general users.38,39

Maintaining necessary spectral irradiance with increasing
bandwidth implies a corresponding increase in average power.
However, the associated increase in both on- and off-resonant
absorption leads to sample heating and damage. A solution is
provided by IR sources providing high spectral irradiance over a
limited bandwidth (∼50−200 cm−1) yet with a wide tuning
range (3−20 μm).20,40 Commercially available high repetition
rate optical parametric oscillator (OPO)-based difference
frequency generation (DFG) sources provide IR radiation at
mW power levels with a ∼100 cm−1 bandwidth. Alternatively,
novel amplified lasers with 100s of kHz to a few MHz
repetition rates and 50−100 fs pulse durations are able to pump
optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs) or can be combined with
a subsequent DFG process for tunable transform-limited IR
generation. Additionally, the higher pulse energies of OPAs
make these sources also suitable for ultrafast or nonlinear s-
SNOM implementations. As shown in Figure 3, combined high
spectral irradiance, bandwidth, and tunability may make these
ideal for both imaging and spectroscopy.
Sample Selection and Limitations. As with any ultrahigh spatial

resolution imaging technique, there is an associated decrease in
the amount of material generating a signal for each image pixel.
This imposes constraints on generating enough detectable
signal for the case of weak IR modes and/or dilute sample
materials.
In addition, both s-SNOM and PTIR rely on stable AFM

operation on the sample surface. This provides constraints for
imaging soft molecular surfaces, where the surface material can
readily be structurally disturbed or dragged by the tip−sample
force interaction. Highly porous samples or samples with large
topographic variations are also not conducive for IR nano-
imaging because of steric constraints of the tip apex reaching all
regions.
Furthermore, despite the generally weakly perturbing nature

of IR radiation, sample heating, in particular, considering
additional local field enhancement by the tip, imposes a trade-
off on the IR intensity between the signal level and thermal load
(leading to sample softening or local melting).

Improvements to Sensitivity and Spatial Resolution. Specially
engineered tips can enhance and facilitate the near-field light−
matter interaction. AFM tips designed to behave as optical-
frequency antennas (Figure 4) can increase the scattering cross

section of the tip, enhance local optical field strengths at the tip
apex, and thus improve s-SNOM sensitivity. Analogous to
surface-enhanced IR absorption (SEIRA) with metallic or
semiconducting structures resonant in the mid-IR, with a
corresponding s-SNOM probe, the spectral response of
molecular vibrations can be enhanced.41,42

Spatial resolution, currently 10−20 nm, may be improved by
the fabrication of sharper tips of suitable highly conductive
materials at IR frequencies. Low signal levels may require
spectral averaging for minutes or longer. Active stabilization of
the relative lateral tip−sample position through interferometric
techniques may improve spectroscopic precision and sensitivity.
A combination of these and other optical and mechanical tip
parameters and improved AFM stability may enable single-
molecule sensitivity and spatial resolution.
Chemical Nano-Imaging Applications. We now discuss several

applications that highlight the state of the art in s-SNOM nano-
imaging and -spectroscopy performance for the investigation of
soft-, biological, and small molecular matter. Spectroscopically
resolved imaging allows investigation not only of chemical
identity but also of vibrational signatures of a particular
morphology or crystallinity on the nanoscale. With vibrational
modes sensitive to inter- and intramolecular coupling, s-SNOM
can probe local order and identify polymorphs in a range of
molecular, polymeric, inorganic, or biomineral systems.

Biomineralization often leads to crystal polymorphism,
sometimes sensitively depending on environmental condi-
tions.43 For the prominent case of calcium carbonate, mollusk
shells, for example, initially grow as calcite switching to the
formation of aragonite during later life. Using broad-band s-
SNOM, aragonite and calcite polymorph regions within the
shell of a blue mussel (Mytulis edulis) can be distinguished by s-
SNOM.39,43 Figure 5a shows SINS spectra of the characteristic
ν2 and ν3 modes of CO3

2− in aragonite (880 and 1520 cm−1)

Figure 4. AFM tips with engineered dipole antenna structure shown in
(a) scanning electron microscopy and (b) electron energy loss
spectroscopy, reprinted from ref 42.

With vibrational modes sensitive
to inter- and intramolecular cou-
pling, s-SNOM can probe local

order and identify polymorphs in
a range of molecular, polymeric,
inorganic, or biomineral systems.
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relative to calcite (865 and 1495 cm −1). A spectrally resolved
linescan of the ν2 mode with 8 cm −1 spectral and 50 nm spatial
resolution reveals the sharp transition between the two
polymorph growth modes, in agreement with the assignment
of large irregular calcite domains and smaller aragonite tiling as
seen from the topography (Figure 5b).
Morphology and electronic structure are intrinsically linked

in many materials, and understanding and controlling these
remains an open problem in the development of organic

electronic devices. Pentacene, for example, exhibits charge
mobility that is highly directional and dependent on its
polymorphic state. s-SNOM imaging of the spectral position of
a hydrogen out-of-plane bending mode distinguishes bulk-
phase pentacene regions based on a small but characteristic 3
cm−1 shift, as shown in Figure 5c.44 s-SNOM phase imaging at
907.1 cm −1 (Figure 5d) reveals small regions of bulk-phase
pentacene within a polycrystalline sample consisting primarily
of thin-film phase pentacene. These results support the
presence of bulk-phase pentacene crystallites, which may act
as charge trap sites within thin-film phase samples.
Intermolecular Coupling and Vibrational Solvatochromism.

With sufficient spatial and spectral resolution, s-SNOM can
reach beyond identification of nanoscale domains by their
chemical identity or crystallinity, toward investigation of
heterogeneity in intra- and intermolecular coupling within a
single chemically uniform nanoscale domain or crystallite.
Vibrational resonances can shift in frequency or change in line
width due to modifications in their local chemical environment.
Specific marker resonances serve as sensitive probes of highly
heterogeneous and coupled molecular systems, within individ-
ual nanoscale domains and at interfaces.
Using a combination of multispectral s-SNOM imaging with

computational image analysis, the spatial inhomogeneities of
intermolecular coupling can be mapped in block copolymer
heterostructures, as an example.45 Thin films of long-chain
block copolymer poly(styrene-block-methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA-b-PS) form kinetically frustrated and disordered
quasi-lamellar structures, with significant mixing across a
broad 20−40 nm wide interface. IR s-SNOM imaging utilizes
the carbonyl resonance as a vibrational probe19,20,25,41,46

(Figure 6a) to provide the local concentration of PMMA.
Spatio-spectral imaging can then investigate local chemical
environments through the spectral line shape of the carbonyl
resonance at each pixel (Figure 6b).
Resulting maps of the carbonyl peak position and line width

(Figure 6c,d), show shifts in the carbonyl center frequency up

Figure 5. (a) Nanoscale spectra of carbonate polymorphs in blue
mussel shell obtained with synchrotron s-SNOM. (b) The transition in
polymorph growth from calcite to aragonite is observed in AFM height
images (top) as well as in a linescan (bottom) of the spectral s-SNOM
phase of the ν2 mode across the transition region. (c) Thin-film and
bulk-like polymorphs of pentacene are identified by a 3.4 cm−1

frequency difference in the hydrogen out-of-plane bending mode.
(d) Corresponding near-field phase image of pentacene at 907.1 cm−1,
identifying the different bulk and thin-film polymorphs. (a,b) after ref
39; (c,d) reprinted from ref 44.

Figure 6. (a) Spatiospectral s-SNOM phase image of a disordered phase-separated block copolymer. (b) Point spectrum with fit to the Lorentzian
line shape. (c,d) Computational line shape analysis maps of peak position ν ̅0 and line width Γ. (e) Schematic of PS-b-PMMA at the domain interface.
(f) Line cut across a PMMA domain marked in (c,d), indicating the correlation between the peak shift and line width as a metric of the CO
interaction. (g) Solvation model analysis of the local spectral shift with derived variation of intermolecular field strength across domain
nanointerfaces; after ref 45.
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to ∼4 cm−1 and line widths varying continuously from 8 to 20
cm−1. However, within this heterogeneity, the carbonyl
resonance tends to be broader and red-shifted at the centers
of PMMA domains compared to that at their interfaces,45 as
illustrated for a cross section through a single domain (Figure
6f). This results from underlying variation in intra- and
interchain vibrational coupling, imaged through vibrational
solvatochromism resulting from Stark shifts of the carbonyl
mode. Figure 6g shows field strengths determined from the
Stark shifts and correlation with the relative concentration of
PMMA/PS. s-SNOM uniquely maps the local chemical
environment, central to the complex interplay between the
nanoscale morphology and functional properties.
Furthermore, local structure and inter- and intramolecular

coupling directly affect vibrational dephasing. Dephasing
dynamics change between domains of different crystallinity,
domain size, and with the presence of defects. In PMMA-b-PS,
broader peaks indicate stronger intermolecular coupling in
domain centers. Variation in the line width within a single
domain reveals subensemble dynamics dramatically different
from the bulk behavior.
Bioimaging. The nanometer-scale organization of proteins in

cell membranes is critical to their function in metabolic or
signaling processes. The amide I vibrational mode is strongly
IR-active, and characteristic changes in line shape can be used
as a probe of secondary structure. The amide II vibration also
contains information about secondary structure, and the amide
III stretch has information about the relative concentration of
different amino acids.
IR s-SNOM imaging and spectroscopy of the amide I mode

has been used to study the bacteriorhodopsin (bR) protein
distribution in dried purple membrane lipid bilayers.17 As
shown in Figure 7a, the ϕnf(ν̅) signal at the center frequency of

the amide I mode near 1667 cm−1 probes the bR density in a
single membrane patch, with ∼20 nm spatial resolution and a
sensitivity of 2−3 protein molecules. A chemical map (b) is
produced using additional correlation analysis of the top-
ography and amide I phase (c), allowing assignment of distinct
regions of mostly ordered densely packed bR, reduced bR
periphery, and the largely bR depleted membrane boundary, in
addition to certain defect regions of high topography yet not
containing any bR.
Spatiospectral image analysis reveals spatially homogeneous

symmetric Lorentzian line shapes (example shown in Figure
7d), indicating that the primarily α-helix character is preserved
in the dried membrane. Interestingly, the characteristic amide II
mode is not observed in near-field spectra.17,47 The transition
dipole moment of the amide II is perpendicular to the long axis
of the α-helix and orthogonal to the transition dipole of the
amide I stretch. Absence of the amide II mode indicates via
selection rules that the protein has maintained an orientation
within the membrane similar to that of the native protein.
In both native and engineered biological systems, several

proteins may be present, or a single protein may occur in
multiple folding states. Broad-band IR s-SNOM allows for the
simultaneous nanospectroscopy of the characteristic amide
mode line shapes of individual protein aggregates. Figure 7e
shows IR s-SNOM spectra of the amide I region distinguishing
a tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) with its large crystalline protein
shell of primarily α-helix structure from insulin aggregates that
primarily fold into β-sheet structure.47 Corresponding fixed
wavelength s-SNOM phase imaging tuned, for example, to the
α-helix resonance at 1660 cm−1 (Figure 7f) allows for the label-
free spatial identification of the different protein structures.
Challenges of Biological Systems. A number of challenges

remain toward application of s-SNOM to biological systems. s-
SNOM is an inherently surface-sensitive technique, suitable for,
for example, membranes17 or protein aggregates,47 which to
date have been demonstrated in dried samples supported on
gold substrates. Topographic AFM has been demonstrated in
biologically relevant buffered solutions; however, strong IR
absorption by water and intermittent contact mode tip
scanning both pose difficulties for s-SNOM implementation
in liquid. Further, protein identification outside of well-defined
model systems is difficult with IR spectroscopy as many
proteins have similar secondary and higher-order structure.
Coherent Time-Domain Spectroscopy. An ultimate goal remains

to observe local dynamics with simultaneous nanometer spatial
resolution. Recently, the feasibility of femtosecond coherent
vibrational dynamics48 and incoherent pump−probe of carrier
dynamics49,50 s-SNOM have been demonstrated. We discuss
below initial s-SNOM investigations of coherent vibrational
dynamics and the possible extension to nonlinear multidimen-
sional s-SNOM spectroscopy (Figure 8a). Coherent 2D-IR
spectroscopy provides structural and dynamic information not
achievable with linear spectroscopy (Figure 8b). Finally, we
present implications and practical considerations for coherent
control in s-SNOM.
With the unique subensemble probe volume smaller than

that which converges in the central limit theorem and usually
used to describe far-field spectroscopy, s-SNOM probes
dynamics that promise qualitatively new physical insight
beyond that achievable in traditional far-field spectroscopies.
Large molecular ensembles can be described as consisting of a
number of homogeneous subensembles and, when treated in
the central limit theorem, give rise to a Gaussian-broadened

Figure 7. (a) s-SNOM amide I phase image of bR of a disordered
dried purple membrane patch. Topography and near-field phase
correlation analysis allow for the identification (b) of the Au substrate
(light blue) and cell membrane (green) with flat spectral response and
membrane regions of depleted (green), low (yellow), and high protein
(red) concentration, as shown in (c). (d) Corresponding amide I s-
SNOM spectrum of the dense bR region. (e) Nano-FTIR spectrum of
insulin in the amide I region containing β-sheet and tobacco mosaic
virus (TMV) containing α-helix structure. (f) The optical phase is used
to identify aggregates of TMV and insulin. (a−d) after ref 17; (e,f)
after ref 47.
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optical response. A single small subensemble of only a few
molecules, however, may exhibit vibrational frequencies and
dephasing dynamics vastly different from the median response,
even within a single-component material.

Femtosecond IR s-SNOM has already been demonstrated in
measuring the vibrational free-induction decay of a small
subensemble within the 20 nm probe volume of the s-SNOM
tip. Probing the vibrational free-induction decay of C−F stretch
vibrations in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), additional
scatterers created by the deposition of gold particles contribute
to dephasing through radiative or nonradiative decay
channels.48 Similar subensemble investigations have been
performed with coherent time domain anti-Stokes Raman
spectroscopy in a nanoparticle pair geometry.51 These
experiments, together with other tip-scattering second- and
third-order experiments, indicate the possible extension of s-
SNOM to nonlinear coherent ultrafast spectroscopy.52−54

Two-dimensional spectroscopy enables the investigation of
coupling between vibrational56 or electronic57 states through
the appearance of cross peaks, as well as distinguishing
competing pathways in ground- or excited-state motion.58,59

In the IR, time-dependent cross peaks provide information on
vibrational coupling, energy flow, and molecular structure.
Inhomogeneous broadening can be separated along the
diagonal from homogeneous dephasing times. Figure 8b
illustrates additional structural information that can be
measured with 2D-IR, based on changes in line shape to
monitor, for example, β-sheet formation from an initially
random coil protein. In many cases, it is difficult to determine
spatial correlation between spectral features, such as whether
the random coil and β-sheet can be found in a partially folded
fibril during intermediate times. Nanoscale spatial and
morphological information could make 2D-IR s-SNOM a
natural extension toward investigating structural correlation and
heterogeneity in vibrational coupling.
Conventional multidimensional and other nonlinear optical

spectroscopies rely on phase matching of incident and detected
beams as increasing numbers of interaction pathways contribute
to observable signals. A number of methods for separating
specific Feynman pathways have been developed, which rely on
carefully designed optical interaction geometries with spatial
selection of specific wave vectors of the phase-matched third-
order interactions of interest. However, as with any nonlinear
light scattering process in the Rayleigh limit,60 due to the lack
of macroscopic translational invariance, phase matching and
spatial wave vector selection is not possible in nanostructured
materials. Scattering by sample inhomogeneity or even the
sample window leads to the spatial superposition and
interference of different nonlinear interaction terms (Figure
8a), which introduces artifacts even in far-field multidimen-
sional spectroscopy.61 For the same fundamental reason, due to
the scattering nature of the s-SNOM tip, it is not possible to
separate the weak third-order signal from dominant linear and
incoherent pump−probe contributions at the same frequency
through geometric arrangement of incident and detected
beams.
To a limited extent, polarization control schemes have been

used in far-field spectroscopy,62 but poorly controlled and
anisotropic scattering of the induced tip polarization makes
schemes based upon polarization control particularly difficult to
use in s-SNOM. Methods using phase cycling or quasi-phase
cycling of the optical pulses have recently been developed to
suppress unwanted signals in far-field 2D-IR spectroscopy of
highly scattering samples.61 Because the 2D signal depends on
the phases of each of the three incident pulses, ϕ2D−IR = ±ϕ1 ∓
ϕ2 + ϕ3, the 2D signal can be selectively detected by cycling the
phase of each pulse. Phase cycling methods have enabled 2D-IR
investigations of amides adsorbed to Au nanoparticles.63 More
recently, 2D-IR based in a fully collinear geometry has been
demonstrated for diffraction-limited far-field vibrational lifetime
imaging using a combination of polarization selection, phase
cycling, and amplitude modulation.64 Phase cycling is thus
expected to be an enabling requirement for future development
of 2D-IR s-SNOM spectroscopy. One possible detection
scheme is shown in Figure 8a, allowing for the detection of
relevant rephasing, nonrephasing, or purely absorptive path-
ways following established phase cycling procedures.55

s-SNOM spectroscopy is fundamentally compatible with any
type of higher-order spectroscopy as tip scattering is a low-
dispersion process and each field interaction can be described

Figure 8. Considerations for ultrafast and multidimensional nonlinear
s-SNOM: (a) Scheme for detecting the 2D-IR s-SNOM signal in a
pump−probe or collinear geometry. Backgrund signals are suppressed
by cycling phase ϕi(0,π) of each pulse with wavevector ki⃗, and the
signal is optically heterodyned by the local oscillator reference field
ELO. (b) Far-field 2D-IR spectroscopy, as an example, tracking human
islet amyloid polypeptide aggregation from a random coil into amyloid
fibrils of primarily β-sheet over the course of several hours is tracked
by 2D-IR spectroscopy by measuring the amide line shape to
characterize the secondary structure. (c) Adiabatic focusing scheme in
the near-IR. A surface plasmon polariton (SPP) launched from a
grating etched on to the gold tip is focused as it propagates ∼20 μm
down the conical taper of the tip. (d) The focused electric field at the
tip apex reconstructed via a multiphoton intrapulse interference phase
scan is compressed to 16 fs by pulse shaping. (b) after ref 55; (c) after
ref 54.

Variation in the line width within
a single domain reveals suben-
semble dynamics dramatically

different from the bulk behavior.
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by its higher-order optical susceptibility. Higher-order optical
processes are possible at the tip apex even at the relatively low
average powers and high repetition rates necessary for s-SNOM
as a result of electric field enhancements of ≥10.60 Engineered
tips may further enhance electric field strengths from ultrashort
laser pulses. One approach, optical nanofocusing on a tip
through adiabatic transformation of a surface plasmon polariton
coupled to a conical taper (Figure 8c), enables background
suppression, femtosecond control through laser pulse shaping,
quantum coupling, and impedance matching to quantum
systems.54 With active-phase control through pulse shaping, a
nearly transform-limited 16 fs pulse is measured from the tip
apex, with the reconstructed phase shown in Figure 8d.
Although this approach can not readily be extended to the mid-
IR, it demonstrates the concept of optical coherence on the tip,
and similar concepts can be used in implementation of third-
order IR spectroscopy.
In conclusion, s-SNOM localizes coherent femtosecond

optical excitation on a polarizable conducting tip, inducing
vibrational or electronic excitation with high coupling
efficiency. Vibrational spectroscopy with nanometer resolution
enables the investigation of chemical composition with
sensitivity to polymorph identity, crystallinity, molecular
orientation, domain orientation, domain interfaces, and
coupling between molecules or between neighboring domains.
Augmented by new source developments, pulse shaping, and
tips with engineered optical response, it is possible to extend
ultrafast electronic and vibrational spectroscopy to the
nanoscale, with progress already reaching single-protein
sensitivity and ultimately that of a single local oscillator.
Through generalization of the near-field light−matter inter-
action, it becomes possible to obtain femtosecond time domain
spectroscopy with nanometer spatial resolution in order to
probe the relationship between nanoscale morphology and
material function.
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